ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Power system reliability study began in the 1960s, in the beginning, the reliability of the study focused on the generation and transmission system ,the distribution system reliability is far from being the deserve attention [1] . In fact, the statistics show that more than 80% letting off customer is leaded by distribution network fault [2] [3] [4] , so it is important as generation system. The main reason for the low reliability of the distribution network is the unreasonable distribution network connection models, the location of the line switches aren't set up correctly and so on.
In recent years, coordinating the relationship between economizing investment and improving power system reliability become a hot spots and trends [5] [6] [7] . In order to improve the reliability, the power branch increases investment to optimize the distribution network and improve the connection modes. In this paper, by analyzing a variety of impact to distribution network connection modes, an integrated assessment model is proposed to optimize the actual distribution systems.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A feeder of distribution network should be assessed from two sides, one is the reliability, the other is and cost. The reliability cost could be converted to the form of currency by calculating customer interruption cost (ratio of output value to unit electric energy consumption). The costeffectiveness of reliability could be put on the measure in the economy. The objective function of distribution network investment strategy is defined as follows:
Where: F is the total cost, J is the economic cost, K is the cost of reliability. The economic cost has three parts: the cost of the investment Z , operation and maintenance cost M and power loss L . i C is the cost of equipment i , z α is an additional factor of installation, r α is an factor for the maintenance and the depreciation, n is the service life of equipment, ii is the rate about investment recovery of electric power industry, 
APPROACH
(1) Reduced model Radial distribution network was running normally at the feeder installed on a number of switches, and the complex system which had sub-feeders would be installed the feeder-isolation switch at the entrance, according to the references [8] [9] [10] and the concepts of network, the paper Prague, 8-11 June 2009 Paper 0826 CIRED2009 Session 5
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gives the network "point-line" reduced method, specifically as follows: 1) Switch was served as a connected "line", the lines and loads on both ends of switches were defined, according to their locations in the network, as "nodes" connecting adjacent switches lines. By this method the complex distribution network can be reduced to less complicated model composed of switches lines and nodes. The process of the radial network reduced to the "point-line" model was shown in Figure 1 : 
(2) Factors There are many factors impact on the reliability of the distribution network, including the number of sub-lines, as well as switches' locations in the line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The increase number of switches in distribution network can further reduce the outage region, then reduce power losses, but also means that the power branch needs an additional investment and maintenance costs, and the line failure rate caused by switches will also rise. In order not only to ensure the quality of power supply, but also to have an ideal cost-effectiveness, it is important to choose the number of switches and the installation location. It is thus a nonlinear multi-objective optimization problem. (3) Assessment process Due to that the actual distribution network was reduced to the new model, the reliability calculation procedure was fast and simple. The results as a part of the input to the objective function, combined with the economic investment costs of the cases, are used to get the total cost. The specific process is as follows:
Figure. 
CASE STUDY
In terms of a regional 10kV feeder of Fujian province as the comprehensive optimization object. The distribution feeder was shown in Figure 3 . The system has a branch of the feeder, the total length is 3.88km, 7 load points, with 750kW total capacity transformers, the average power load is 263kW, all components' reliability parameters(Fujian statistics in 2007) as follows: In the calculation, the cost of switch is 60,000 rmb , the service life is 20 years, recovery rate is 0.1, the ratio of output value to unit electric energy consumption is 9.08 / kWh (Average of 06, 07 year Fujian statistical). According to the project experience and the actual feeders, 14 cases about different number of switches and their locations are designed, seen in Table 2 : The combination of reduced model and optimize cases, calculating the reliability of feeder, according to the results obtained customer interruption cost, finally calculated the annual economic costs and the comprehensive cost by the formula(1), the results as shown in table 3: Figure.4 The cost of optimization cases It can be seen on the figure that case 4 (3 sub-lines, the position of switch in the line 2, 5) has the minimal total cost, which is the best case to reconstruct the actual connection modes. When the reliability of the system is low, the power branch gives appropriate investment into switch and can get a lot of economic benefits. From the indicators of reliability, that with the increase in the number of sub-lines, the reliability of the system will be better, but the number of sub-lines increase to a certain extent, the rate of improving the reliability would be down, the failure rate of switches started to become a major factor to affect the reliability of the system; on the other hand, switches should be set equally in the line, as the load evenly distributed, the system reliability is optimal.
CONCLUSION
Through reducing the distribution network to "pointline" model, the distribution network reliability calculation is simple and rapid. On that basis to change the number of sub-lines and the location of switches, the minimum value of comprehensive function means reliability and economic cost optimization. The result proves that the comprehensive approach in this paper will have a practical prospect of application to optimize the actual project in distribution network.
